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Accomplish the goals
of your IT strategy with
XEOX!

xeox offers you the following
features and benefits:
 integrated system management tools
 automation of routine tasks
 customizable to your wishes

We are happy to advise you!

Infoline
+43 720 505 765
xeox@hs2n.at
http://xeox.com

 high benefit - low cost
 user-friendly handling
 focus on relevant features
 minimal system requirements

Why choose XEOX ?
Does this situation sound familiar to you?
Your IT department is constantly busy. Activities of daily business claim more than 60 percent of the
time of your IT staff: they set up computers, add users, install software, reset passwords and profiles.
Maybe your IT staff also manages email accounts or keeps the inventory up to date. In short, your IT
specialists are occupied with low-level work and routine jobs trying to keep your systems operational.
But you would rather like to give them more responsible duties and involve them in strategic decisions
and new projects.

XEOX helps you to realize
your business objectives!
What is XEOX?
With XEOX, we have developed a product that relieves your employees from
repetitive manual processes. Using this integrated system management
tool you can administer hardware, software and networks comfortable
from a central repository. Furthermore, our product offers the possibility
of a comprehensive user management and the automation of software rollouts. XEOX gives your IT staff more time to concentrate on higher qualified
tasks.

XEOX is suitable and tested for use in companies with 50 to 10,000
PCs. The requirements on the IT infrastructure are minimal: you only
need a Windows 2003 or 2008 Server. XEOX is compatible to every
Windows system (32- and 64bit) up from Windows XP Workstation.
We continuously improve XEOX to ensure that our tool works on the
most recent Windows systems.

XEOX - The Integrated System Management Solution
The following XEOX modules can be installed independently
of each other:
Asset Management: Lost devices are thanks to XEOX a thing of the
past. With asset management, all devices are managed in a central
database and are assigned to specific persons.
Inventory and Software Licensing: The XEOX-Client generates automatically a hardware/software inventory. Information like for example
hard-disk space or installed software is always available for each client.
Active Directory Management: The user group management of XEOX
interacts deeply with Microsofts Active Directory. You can centralize
assign specific rights to each user and therefore prevent for example
unauthorised installation of software at the workstations.
ACL Security: XEOX manages access authorizations of user groups to
files and directories. Reports allow to analyze the data.

Operating System Rollout: With this feature, you save a lot of time
when installing or reinstalling a workstation. You only have to select
a workstation for operating system installation in the XEOX database. The workstation will load automatically the XEOX network
setup agent and install Windows unattended without any user interaction.
Software Distribution: Software updates and future installations
are done by XEOX automatically. This means a huge saving of time
in contrast to manual installations.
Billing: The billing module integrates all expense factors (users,
hardware, software, activities) into your internal service accounting. Each cost unit gets a certain cost rate. The users can view the
results for example in an Excel sheet generated by XEOX. The XEOX
billing module also has interfaces to ERP systems like SAP.

XEOX - Offers More
XEOX is designed to provide a variety of business- and IT functions.
Furthermore, it is possible to customize XEOX according to the individual requirements of your company. Due to the minimal system requirements and the user-friendly handling, XEOX is easy to put into
operation and therefore quickly helps to reduce your IT costs.

Contact us at phone+43 720 505 765 or via
email: xeox@hs2n.at
We are pleased to submit you an offer for your individual
requirements.

We provide professional service at the implementation and at ongoing
operation. Gladly, we advise you how to personalize XEOX for your
company.
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